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THE SOUTH AUSTRALIAN GOVERNMENT HAS PROVIDED FOR HOUSING OF PEOPLE 
IN EMERGENGIES IN NUMBERS OF CASES, BUT I T I S QUITE 
OBVIOUS THAT I T COULD NOT SUPPLY HOUSING AT THE STANDARD ATT 
WHICH I T ' S PROVIDED BY PASTOR AND MSS ZINNBAUER. 
THEY ARE WONDERFUL PEOPLE FOR WHOM I HAVE THE GREATEST 
; tt 
ADMIRATION, BUT I F A PUBLIC AUTHORITY WERE TO PROVIDE HOUSING S S OF 
THIS STANDARD I T WOULD IMMEDIATELY BE CONDEMNED- AND BYSOCIAL 
WORKERS F I R S T OF ALL. 
IN ORDER TO UNDERTAKE AN EMERGENCY HOUSING PROGRAMME WE WOULD 
HAVE TO EXTRACT SOME MILLIONS FROMX THE CURRENT HOUSING TRUST 
PROGRAMME -WHICH WE COULD NOT DO WITHOUT GRAVE DISRUPTION. 
WE HAVE BEEN VERY CONCERNED ABOUT THE DIFFICULTIES OF PEOPLE 
WHO FACE UNSATISFACTORY HOUSING CONDITIONS^ BUT WHILE WE HAVE HAD 
A LOOK AT " f f i f f i S B S X ^ M E R G E N C Y HOUSING PROGRAMMES ON SEVERAL 
OCCASIONS RECENTLY, SO FAR IT HAS S T I L L SEEMED BEST TO CONCENTRATE 
OUR MONEYS ON RED1CING OUTSTANDING APPLICATIONS FOR PERMANENT 
HOUSING. 
THE SOUTH AUSTRALIAN GOVERNMENT I S PROVIDING.MORE THAN TWICE 
AS MUCH PER CAPITA FOR HOUSING THAN I S ANY OTHER 
AUSTREiLIAN GOVERNMENT. 
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